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Effect of geometrical variations on AMTEC cell heat losses
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Abstract

Ž .Alkali metal thermal to electric converter AMTEC cells are built with readily available materials. Improvement of the performance
of an AMTEC cell requires improvement and development of components as well as cell geometry. The present paper shows parametric
results obtained by changing cell geometry to determine the effects of these design changes on the cell performance. In order to improve
the cell performance, heat losses, input thermal power, cell’s output power and efficiency have been investigated in detail by varying the
cell designs. Changing some geometrical dimensions of the cell has proved to be very effective in improving the cell performance. As a
result of this overall effort we have been able to demonstrate the improvement in the efficiency of AMTEC cell by 17.5% over the one in
operation called Ground Demonstration Converter System at Air Force Research Laboratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico. Published by
Elsevier Science S.A.
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1. Introduction

Ž .The alkali metal thermal to electric converter AMTEC ,
a direct energy conversion devise, has high conversion
efficiency compared with other thermoelectric energy con-
version methods. It can theoretically provide efficiency
close to the theoretical Carnot efficiency at relatively low
temperatures. But efficiencies for AMTEC currently
achieved are limited to 15–20%. AMTEC has no moving
parts, and therefore no noise or vibration. It is fuel insensi-
tive. It can utilize heat as input fuel from most any source,
like fossil fuel, the sun, radioisotopes, or a nuclear reactor.
AMTEC, with solar energy as a heat source, is capable of
being an alternative to photovoltaic-based power system

Ž .for use in low earth orbit LEO satellites for future NASA
and Air Force missions. It is intended to be used for future
NASA missions in the millennium 2000 with radioisotope
decay as its heat input.

Historically, the concept of AMTEC working was
w xdemonstrated in 1968 1 . The basic operating principle of

w xAMTEC was described by Weber in 1974 2 and Cole in
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w x1983 3 . A great deal of interest, however, erupted in
AMTEC activities around the world at the beginning of the
1990s. The research and development effort at the Jet

Ž .Propulsion Lab JPL included studies which addressed
both overall device construction of the AMTEC compo-

w xnents 4–17 . The PX-series cells were designed and man-
Ž .ufactured by Advanced Modular Power Systems AMPS

w x Ž .18,19 and tested at Air Force Research Lab AFRL
w x20–22 . The use of nuclear power directly from nuclear
reactor or radioisotopes based on general-purpose heat

Ž .source GPHS for potential deep space missions has been
w xextensively studied during this period 23–28 .

There are several studies about improvement of the cell
w xperformance. Schock et al. 29 investigated the effect of

several design variables, including cell geometry, on cell
performance. The cell was constrained to constant thermal

w xinput. El-Genk and Tournier 30 analyzed the effects of
various design changes on the performance of next-genera-
tion PlutorExpress multi-tube cells. For this, they exam-
ined the PX-5A cell with constant hot end temperature by

w xletting the sink temperature vary. Later El-Genk et al. 31
studied different design changes to improve the perfor-
mance of the PX-3G cell with constant thermal input. Both
PX-5A and PX-3G cells have six connected in series
BASE tubes of 38.1 mm diameter, PX-5A cell has deep
cone evaporator and PX-3G has shallow cone type evapo-
rator. PX-3A has five BASE tubes with 31.75 mm diame-

Ž .ter Table 1 .
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While these programs successfully resolved a number
of key technological issues associated with the successful
design and fabrication of AMTEC, the performance level
achieved hitherto is still below the theoretical potential of
this device. For example, the Carnot efficiency for the
PX-3A AMTEC cell with hot end temperature of 1123 K
and a condenser temperature of 623 K is 44.5% whereas
the achieved efficiency in the laboratory for the same cell

w xwas 15% 32 . Moreover, the experimental studies show
that the cell performance degrades with the increase of
operation time. PX-type AMTEC cells have been tested at

w xAFRL. Merrill and Mayberry 33 have experimentally
Ž .tested the ground demonstration converter systems GDCS

of eight cells each of PX-3 and PX-5 AMTEC. The power
output for the GDCS decreased by 20.7% over ;3000 h
of operation. The experimental data for longer operation
time of PX-3A AMTEC cell obtained from AFRL also
shows the degradation, see Fig. 1. It is, however, not as
much as in the case of GDCS. The test results show that
PX-3A AMTEC cell had about 16% degradation in perfor-

w xmance in less than 500 h of operation 34 . The PX-3A
AMTEC cell is kept at a constant hot end temperature of
1023 K and a condenser temperature of 623 K. This
degradation is attributed to the aging of electrodes.

Changing cell materials andror cell geometry will af-
fect the cell performance. In a recent paper, material
parameter analysis shows a marked improvement both in

w xpower output and the efficiency of AMTEC cell 35 . In
the present paper, we are now investigating the perfor-
mance of AMTEC PX-3A within the same fixed range of
temperature as kept for PX-3A testing at AFRL by modify-

Table 1
Design parameters of PX-3A cell

Ž .Cell diameter mm 31.75
Ž .Cell height mm 101.6

Evaporator type Deep Cone
Ž .Evaporator elevation mm 5.18

Evaporator standoff thickness 0.71
Evaporator standoff material SS

Ž .Standoff rings mm 1.1
Rings material Ni

2Ž .Stud area mm 38
Stud material SS
Number of BASE tubes 5
Tube length 32

2Ž .Electrodertube mm 600
Tube braze material TiNi
Current collector 60-mesh Mo
Feedthrough braze TiCuNi
Radiation shield type Circular
Shield material SS
Condenser type Creare
Hot side SS
Cell wall SS
Initial test date 7r9r97

Ž .Operation h 12,000

Fig. 1. PX-3A degradation over time.

ing its design to overcome some of its degradation. The
cell performance can be increased by decreasing the para-
sitic heat losses. In tracking down the source of power loss
during the test cell performance of various AMTEC de-
signs, the major losses are found to be radiative and
conductive. Since the cell is tested in vacuum there is no
convective loss. The objective of this study is to investi-
gate heat losses depending on geometrical configuration
and adjust them to increase the cell performance in a
computer simulation to compare with the observed data.
For this, we selected the PX-3A AMTEC cell, which has
been in operation at the US Air Force Research Laboratory
since July 9, 1997.

2. AMTEC brief description

An AMTEC cell is a static two-cycle device performing
the conversion of heat to mechanical energy via any
suitable alkali metal and then the conversion of mechanical
energy to electrical energy by utilizing the special proper-

Y Ž .ties of the beta aluminum solid electrolyte BASE mate-
rial. The general principles governing the operation of an
AMTEC cell have been given quite elaborately in the early

w xstages of its development 1–3,36,37 . However, a brief
outline is presented here for the self-consistency of this
paper. A schematic diagram of a typical AMTEC cell is
shown in Fig. 2. A closed vessel is divided into a high
temperature, high-pressure region in contact with a heat
source and a low temperature, low pressure region in
contact with a heat sink separated by a BASE sheet whose
ionic conductivity is much larger than its electronic con-
ductivity. The BASE is coated with a porous metal as a
cathode that covers the low-pressure surface of the BASE.
A closed container is partially filled with a small quantity
Ž .typically-10 g of liquid sodium as the working fluid.
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Fig. 2. A schematic diagram of vapor-anode AMTEC cell.

Sodium ions pass through the BASE in response to the
Ž .pressure differential gradient of Gibbs free energy . When

the circuit is closed electrons flow from the porous anode
surface on the high pressure side through the load, produc-
ing electrical work to combine with sodium ions to be-
come neutral sodium. The sodium vapor travels to the
condenser where it condenses into liquid state. The sodium
liquid is pressurized through a wick or electromagnetic
pump and is returned to the high-pressure side of the
BASE. In that way the thermal-to-mechanical-to-electrical
conversion process is completed. The efficiency of this
final conversion is governed by a variety of irreversible
kinetic and transport processes occurring at the electrode
interfaces, within the BASE material, internal impedance,

w xand thermal conduction and radiation losses 4–6 .
The transport theory of sodium through an AMTEC cell

is rather complicated as it requires the simultaneous solu-
tion of thermal, fluid flow, and electrical equations. Those
equations are interdependent, through a number of axially
varying distribution functions. Specifically, solving for the
cell’s temperature distribution requires knowledge of the
axial variation of the sodium flux through the BASE tube
and of the electrical output power density profile over the
tube length. Solution of the axial pressure variation of the
low-pressure sodium requires knowledge of the cell’s tem-
perature distribution and the BASE tubes’ current density
variation. Similarly, solving for the axial variation of the
current density and of the inter-electrode voltage requires
prior solution of the axial variation of the BASE tube
temperature and internal-to-external pressure ratio. Those
interdependent distribution functions require solutions of
coupled differential and integral equations that are by no

means trivial. In solving these equations some very sophis-
ticated procedures were used, for example, Shock et al.
w x27 generated a thermal analysis model for multi-tube
AMTEC cell by appropriately modifying the ITAS and

w xSINDA codes 38,39 .
Energy conversion devices have few equilibria and are

typically open systems unlike the classical thermodynam-
ics which is restricted to reversible and closed systems.

w xOnsager’s 40 treatment of irreversible processes, such as
diffusion, can be applied to AMTEC operations to deal
with the irreversibility of the process and openness of the
system. One can write, in principle, the effective emf, V as
a function of cell voltage in open-circuit, V and electrodeoc

w x w xpolarization over potential 2 , from the Nernst equation 3
given by:

V s z a yz c 1Ž . Ž .op

where z a and z c are electrode polarization over potentials
at anode and at cathode, respectively. The open-circuit
voltage and charge-exchange current density are related

w xwith the cell temperature and pressure 11 . For the net
power output we can write

P sVI , 2Ž .out

where

VsV yJR yV , 3Ž .oc int op

V sRT rF ln P rP , 4Ž .oc B a c

I is the net current in the circuit and R is the totalint

internal resistance of the cell including the contact resis-
tance of the electrodes, sheet resistance in the plane of
electrodes, resistance of the current collectors, bus wires
and conductor leads to the load, the charge exchange
polarization losses at the BASE-electrodes interfaces, and
the BASE ionic resistance, given by:

R sR qR qR qR qR qR . 5Ž .int contact sheet collector bus op B

R is given by:B

R sr t . 6Ž .B B B

R is the gas constants8.314 Jrmol K. The temperature
of the BASE tube is T , P and P are the pressures at theB a c

anode and cathode sides, respectively, r is the electricalB

resistivity, the expression for which has been developed by
w xSteinbruck 41 , and t is the thickness of the BASE tube.B

In principle, some energy loss in converting heat di-
rectly into electricity is inherent, caused in various stages
due to several effects. There are some effects that are
unavoidable for the AMTEC to work, for example, the
latent heat for vaporization and ionization of sodium. The
other form of heat losses, however, can be minimized. The
AMTEC cell can be assumed as a closed system thermody-
namically. For steady-state condition, the thermal energy
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entering and leaving through the system boundary and
electrical energy produced in the system to be taken into
consideration by applying the conservation of energy for
the system. For a multi-tube AMTEC cell, the heat trans-
ferred on the system is shown in Fig. 2. The total heat loss,
Q consists of:loss

Q sQ qQ qQ . 7Ž .loss air insul cold

Ž .Most of the heat passes to the cooling fluid air , Q ,air

through the condenser given by

Q sQ qQ qQ qQ yQ 8Ž .air wall artery rcond cond cold

where Q is the conducted heat to condenser through thewall

cell wall, Q is conducted heat through the artery,artery

Q is net radiated energy between the condenser andrcond

other surfaces, Q is the latent heat of condensation ofcond

sodium, and Q is the heat conduction loss at edge ofcold

cold plate. These heat losses can be expressed in the
following simplified expressions:

Q syk A dTrd x 9Ž . Ž .xsat condenserwall wall wall

Q syk A dTrd x 10Ž . Ž .xsat condenserartery artery artery

Q sh m 11Ž .˙cond fg

where k is thermal conductivity, A is the area, h isfg

latent heat of condensation of sodium per unit mass and ṁ
is sodium flow rate. dTrd x is the temperature gradient for
wall and artery at the condenser. Net radiated energy
between the condenser and other surfaces depends on view
factors F , emissivities ´ , and temperatures T for everyi j i i

surfaces, which can be expressed as

Q s f ´ ,´ ,´ , . . . ,T ,T ,T , . . . ,F ,F ,F , . . .Ž .rcond 1 2 3 1 2 3 11 12 13

12Ž .

Some heat goes to ambient through cell wall and insula-
tion; which is given by:

xscell length
Q s K x P T x yT x d xŽ . Ž . Ž .Hinsul wall insul

xs0

13Ž .
Ž .where K x is a constant which includes conduction and

radiation effects, and P is the perimeter of cell wall. Twall

and T are cell wall and insulation temperatures thatinsul

change along the cell length. Heat conduction loss at edge
of cold plate, Q , can be calculated similar to Q bycold insul

taking temperature T instead of T , but Q iscond wall cold

small. The overall conversion efficiency of AMTEC cell is
w xgiven by 3,42 :

w xhsP rQ (VIr VIqQ . 14Ž .out input loss

In order to get the maximum efficiency the total heat loss,
Q , must be minimum and P must be maximum.loss out

3. Procedure

In this study, we have focused on the geometrical
configuration of AMTEC. A general examination of the
design parameters on cell performance is presented. Sev-
eral design parameters, such as cell length, cell diameter,
stud area, BASE tube length, and electrode length, have
been investigated. The geometrical dimensions of various
components of the cell have been changed monotonically
to study the effect on the power output and the efficiency.
The final cell dimensions for all of these cases are given in
Table 2. The geometrical configurations for the cell inves-
tigated are listed below.

Case A: the length of the cell is increased from 101.6 to
Ž .127 mm 25% ,

Case B: in addition to case A, the cell diameter is
Ž .decreased from 31.75 to 26.99 mm 15% ,

Case C: in addition to case A, the cell diameter is
Ž .increased from 31.75 mm to 36.51 mm 15% ,

Case D: in addition to case B, the cross-section area of
2 Ž .the stud is increased from 37.7 to 120.0 mm 218% ,

Case E: in addition to case A, the cross-section area of
2 Ž .the stud is increased from 37.7 to 120.0 mm 218% ,

Case F: in addition to case D, the length of the BASE
Ž .tube decreased from 31.75 to 28.58 mm 10% ,

Case G: in addition to case D, the length of the BASE
Ž .tube increased from 31.75 to 36.51 mm 15% , and the

Table 2
Geometrical dimensions for all of the cases

Cell height Cell diameter Stud area Height of BASE tube Height of electrodes
2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .mm mm mm mm mm

PX-3A 101.60 31.75 37.7 31.75 25.40
Case A 127.00 31.75 37.7 31.75 25.40
Case B 127.00 26.99 37.7 31.75 25.40
Case C 127.00 36.51 37.7 31.75 25.40
Case D 127.00 26.99 120.0 31.75 25.40
Case E 127.00 31.75 120.0 31.75 25.40
Case F 127.00 26.99 120.0 28.58 25.40
Case G 127.00 26.99 120.0 36.51 33.02
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Fig. 3. Heat losses to ambient through cell wall and insulation.

length of the electrodes is increased from 25.40 to 33.02
Ž .mm 30% .

4. Results and discussion

Changing the cell dimensions affects the heat losses and
the cell performance. It is known that heat conduction
depends on cross-section area of, material type, and tem-
perature distribution in the material. Also, thermal radia-
tion is function of surface emissivities, surface areas,
surface temperatures, and view factors. If the dimensions
of the cell components are changed, some quantities above
will take different values and heat losses will be affected
in different ways. For example, increasing the cell length
will increase Q but decrease Q , Q and Q .insul rcond wall artery

For an optimum power output the geometrical parameters

Fig. 4. Conducted heat to condenser through artery.

Fig. 5. Conducted heat to condenser through cell wall.

of the AMTEC cell have been carefully varied in this
work. The effects due to the variation in configuration on
the losses from the cell, the amount of the heat supplied to
the cell, electrical power generated by the cell, and the
efficiency of the cell are given in Figs. 3–9. The hot plate
temperature is 1023 K, and the condenser temperature is
623 K for all these cases. In these figures the dotted line
corresponds to the configuration of PX-3A AMTEC. The
maximum power generated by the cell is given in Table 3.
Heat losses are given as the percentage of the Q . Heatinput

losses through cell wall and insulation, Q , throughinsul

artery, Q , and through cell wall, Q , are given inartery wall

Figs. 3–5. As expected, the axial conductive heat losses,
Q and Q , decrease when the length of the cell isartery wall

increased for case A. Because the thermal resistance in-
creases with increasing conductance length, the tempera-
ture gradients at the end of the cell wall and artery take
smaller values for larger cell length. But Q , in radialinsul

Fig. 6. Radiation heat losses from condenser.
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Fig. 7. The electrical power generated by the cell.

direction, increases because of larger cell wall surface
Ž .area. For case B smaller cell diameter , Q , Q andinsul artery

Q decrease and take the smallest value for all the cases.wall

The smaller cell diameter causes the hot plate surface area
to become smaller, thus Q decreases. All heat losses,input

which depend on Q , are also least. On the contrary,input

when the cell diameter is increased, in case C, the conduc-
tive heat losses, Q , Q and Q , increase. In casesinsul artery wall

D and E, the situations of larger cross-section of stud,
more heat passes into the cell through the hot plate at the
same hot plate temperature, Fig. 8. Therefore, heat losses
increase, compared with the smaller cross-section area of

Ž .stud cases A and B , Figs. 3–5. Also, heat losses change
with length of the BASE tube and length of the electrodes,
in cases F and G. In Fig. 6, the net heat radiation to
condenser, Q , is given as a function of current. Itrcond

shows similar pattern to Q as in Fig. 5. For all cases,wall

Q shows higher values than at PX-3A cell, but Qinsul artery

Fig. 8. The heat supplied to the AMTEC cell.

Fig. 9. The cell conversion efficiency.

gives smaller values. Also the values of Q and Qwall rcond

are smaller for all cases except C.
For all cases, the electrical power generated by the cell,

P , the amount of heat supplied to the cell, Q , and theout input

cell conversion efficiency are given in Figs. 7–9, respec-
tively. For case C of increased cell diameter the cell
conversion efficiency decreases, although P increasesout

by 4.85% against PX-3A cell, because Q increases byinput

9.55%. When the diameter of the cell is reduced, cases B
and D, P becomes smaller against PX-3A cell, and soout

does Q . However, since the Q decreases more thaninput input

P the cell conversion efficiency increases, as in thoseout

seen in Figs. 6–9. Using a larger cross-section area of stud
increases P and the cell efficiency. When length ofout

BASE tube is decreased from 31.75 to 28.58 mm, in cases
F and D, it is seen that the cell efficiency and Pout

increase. In case G, as the length of the electrode is
Žincreased for this, length of the BASE tube is also in-

Table 3
Maximum power generated, current, efficiency and heat losses by the
AMTEC cell

PX- Case Case Case Case Case Case Case
3A A B C D E F G

Ž .P W 2.06 2.08 1.84 2.16 1.95 2.20 2.02 2.07out,max
Ž .I A 1.56 1.56 1.47 1.59 1.56 1.66 1.59 1.66
Ž .h % 9.02 9.29 9.53 8.64 9.76 9.52 9.97 10.17

Ž .Q W 22.83 22.38 19.33 25.01 19.98 23.11 20.26 20.35input
Ž .Q W 5.79 6.85 6.13 7.52 6.16 6.88 6.15 6.08insull
Ž .Q % 25.36 30.61 31.71 30.07 30.83 29.77 30.36 29.88insull
Ž .Q W 2.28 1.75 1.50 1.97 1.51 1.77 1.51 1.43artery
Ž .Q % 9.99 7.82 7.76 7.88 7.56 7.66 7.45 7.03artery
Ž .Q W 3.08 2.21 1.19 3.35 1.22 2.26 1.24 1.09wall
Ž .Q % 13.49 9.87 6.16 13.39 6.11 9.78 6.12 4.91wall
Ž .Q W 0.74 0.57 0.28 0.94 0.29 0.58 0.29 0.26rcond
Ž .Q % 3.24 2.55 1.45 3.76 1.45 2.51 1.43 1.28rcond
Ž .Q W 8.64 8.68 8.16 8.83 8.62 9.17 8.79 9.16cond
Ž .Q % 37.84 38.78 42.21 35.31 43.14 39.68 43.39 45.01cond
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Table 4
Comparison of maximum conversion efficiency of the AMTEC cell

PX-3A Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E Case F Case G

Ž .I A 1.24 1.24 1.16 1.32 1.19 1.33 1.27 1.28
Ž .h % 9.03 9.60 9.86 8.86 10.12 9.87 10.36 10.61max

Ž .Improvement in efficiency % – 6.31 9.19 y1.88 12.07 9.30 14.73 17.50
Ž .P W 1.98 2.00 1.76 2.11 1.84 2.13 1.94 1.96out

.creased , P and the cell efficiency also increased, seeout

Tables 2–4.

5. Conclusion

The cell weight change depends on its geometrical
dimensions. We did not want to increase the cell weight
too much. Making several small changes in the cell dimen-
sions provided up to 17.50% improvement in conversion
efficiency of AMTEC cell. The following observations are
worth noticing:

Ø As the cell height increases the conversion efficiency
and the maximum electrical power generated are in-
creased within the range considered.

Ø The larger cell diameter decreases cell conversion effi-
ciency, but increases the maximum electrical power
generated by the cell.

Ø The larger cross-section of stud increases both cell
conversion efficiency and the maximum electrical power
generated by the cell.

Ø When length of the electrode is increased, both cell
conversion efficiency and the maximum electrical power
generated by the cell increase.

List of symbols
Aartery Ž 2 .cross-section area of artery m
Awall Ž 2 .cross-section area of wall m
F Ž .Faraday’s constant 96,485 Crmole
Fi j view factor between surfaces i and j
hfg latent heat of condensation of sodium per unit

Ž .mass Jrkg
I Ž .cell current A
J Ž 2 .current density Arm
k Ž .thermal conductivity WrmK
K coefficient includes conduction and radiation ef-

Ž .fects WrmK
ṁ Ž .sodium flow rate kgrs
P Ž .perimeter of cell wall m
Pa Ž .pressure at anode side Pa
Pc Ž .pressure at cathode side Pa
Pout Ž .electrical energy generated by the cell W
Qair Ž .heat passes the air as cooling fluid W
Qartery Ž .conducted heat to condenser through artery W
Qcold Ž .heat loss at the edge of cold plate W

Qcond Ž .latent heat of condensation of sodium W
Qinsul heat losses to ambient through cell wall and insu-

Ž .lation W
Qloss Ž .total heat losses W
Qrcond Ž .net radiated energy to condenser W
Qwall conducted heat to condenser through cell wall

Ž .W
R Ž .perfect gas constant 8.314 Jrmol K
Rbus Ž 2 .electrical resistance of bus wire V m
R B Ž 2 .ionic electrical resistance V m
Rcollector Ž 2 .electrical resistance of current collector V m
Rcontact Ž 2 .contact resistance of the electrodes V m
R int Ž 2 .total internal resistance V m
Rop Ž 2 .charge exchange polarization loss V m
Rsheet Ž 2 .sheet resistance in the plane of electrode V m
tB Ž .thickness of BASE tube m
T Ž .temperature K
V Ž .Cell voltage V
Voc Ž .cell voltage in open-circuit V
Vop Ž .electrode polarization over potential V
x Ž .distance from condenser m

Greek
´ emissivity
h cell conversion efficiency
rB Ž .electrical resistivity V m
z

a Ž .electrode polarization over potential at anode V
z

c electrode polarization over potential at cathode
Ž .V
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